
First time release of FINAL EDITION/VERSION OF MADONNA
Of        Edward Munch-1922 

                  Recto signature

        Madonna :  Final version- 1922                                     
                                                                                       Verso signed and written:

Edward Munch                                                            
Painted and Signed in the year 1922 .Mixed paint medium such as blended metallic paint, tempera, pastel, 
water color on papyrus fabric board [papyrus styret] 22.25’x28.25’ (60.0 cm x  75.0 cm) size signed both 
recto & verso mentioned as final Edition of “Madonna in ‘final Revised version” in the year 1922 written 
by the Artist’s own handwriting in the red colored back side.

Key features about this masterpiece:- Apart from all other eight editions of Edward Munch’s Madonna
from [year 1895-1902] were created in the mediums of oil, watercolor ,Pastel, Charcoal, Wood- cut 
and Lithograph with minor corrections done by himself only, whereas this Ninth-final Edition not 
disclosed in his life time and long hidden work he made it in a entirely different way not altering the 
main core of the subject matter and theme of the painting.

Visible special features as analysed by International experts of Art Analysis

 The lady figure is West Asian lady where as that of previous versions is a European lady.

 The Hair in the head as Edward Munch inked and covered with metallic ink and crystals 
exposes some bio cosmic energy in real. This great work of Edward Munch is the first Bio cosmic 
energy emitting artwork in the entire world. While we keeping in room atmosphere we can feel it 
scientifically. The Halo in all the other eight versions is within hair flow, but in this it is behind 
the head. So that the metallic crystals in the head forms like crown of thorn headed appearance.

  The eyes of the lady Madonna of this Final Edition is partly opened and tears coming in   
    Meager way,

  The eyes of the lady Madonna if we viewed at any direction slightly closed and slightly     
   Opened depends upon the angle of audience view as the smile of Mono Lisa of  Da Vinci exists    
    in any angle of view in its original print.

  The nose is “grayed” as resembles with “Browny”  appearance of  Lady of Asiatic race.

  Still some more notable differntialities [ vide : separate report] he made  with this extreme 
  style of Hyper magical Surrealism,a new concept of art style coined in his life time after 1920 in 
  Paris and for the first time in Berlin where same styled paintings were either destroyed or hidden
  by Hitler’s Nazi forces.
  For more reading and evidence of documents:-
Historical truth and incidents about the non disclosure of this great artwork and the Provenance details in    
separate report sheet.


